NOTICE

1st Extension for Submission of E-Tender

E-Tender invited vide no. KOL-TV/1(2)/2019-20/NIT/CAMC Mobile NEWS Gathering Unit /EQ-16 Dated:- 14.02.2020 for CAMC of Mobile NEWS Gathering Unit [Make : TVU Network Corporation] at DDK, Kolkata are hereby as follows:-

1. E-Tender available from: 06.03.2020.
2. Last date for submission of Technical Bid : 23.03.2020 up to 1400 hrs. (online).
3. Last date of receiving of EMD: 23.03.2020 up to 1400 hrs.
4. Date of opening Technical Bid : 23.03.2020 up to 1500 hrs.

Interested bidders may view/download the Tender documents from the Web site: www.tenderwizard.com/PB.

(ARUNABHA BAGCHI)
Assistant Engineer
for Dy. Director General (Engineering)

Prasar Bharati, Doordarshan Kendra, Kolkata, Doordarshan Bhawan,
18/3 Uday Shankar Sarani, Golf Green, Kolkata – 700 095
Tele/Fax :- 033-24235656
E-mail :- doordarshan_kolkata@rediffmail.com